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The Life Cycle of Beliefs 
One of our spiritual inclinations is to cross-pollinate concepts. For example, there seems to be an 

interesting similarity between the life cycle of technologies* and the life cycle of things like: housing 
designs and types of housing, consumer preferences and purchasing, scientific theories, beverages, 
colleges and college curriculums, book formats (we publish our books in several formats, paper and 
digital), types of sports, TV shows, clothing styles, occupations, etc., etc. It occurred to us that the ‘life 
cycle of beliefs’ is similar to the life cycles of each of the above classifications. The comparison with 
the seven stages of technological life cycles we’ve chosen for this post is the ‘life cycle of beliefs.’ See 
what you think! 

All beliefs, both evidence-based and evidence barren, go through a life cycle.  Legitimate beliefs, 
as well as dogmas and confirmation biases (along with their outdated nomenclature) tend to fight for 
survival as they evolve into memes, and usually undergo their own particular life cycle. There are 
generally seven stages both categories of beliefs/biases go through in their unfoldment:  
1. During their harbinger stage, a forerunner belief and/or set of beliefs already exists that lays 

the groundwork (serve as prerequisites, forerunners, fodder) for the emerging belief/bias.
2. In the next stage, the public birth of the origination of a compelling new belief surfaces, and 

becomes noticed. Here the originator of the belief, with a bit of showmanship, creativity and 
connections, announces (sometimes proselytizes) the innovative belief, which usually turns heads 
and upsets old paradigms.

3. The third stage is the development stage, during which the budding belief is supported and 
protected by doting guardians and impressionable sympathizers of the particular belief. 
During this stage, the blooming belief is fine-tuned, sculpted, and cultivated to increase its appeal.

4. The next stage is maturation. It possibly reaches meme status as it’s woven into the life of 
millions, if not billions of people who subscribe to the belief’s implications, regardless of its 
credibility, or lack thereof.

5. The fifth stage is a critical stage, which we call the wavering stage. During this stage an upstart 
belief (hopefully an evidenced-based belief), challenges the current evidence-barren belief’s 
credibility. Because of many people’s ingrained confirmation biases, failure to separate truth from 
fiction, and desire to lean into the status quo, the evidence-based belief may fail to dislodge the 
popular meme. However, the geriatric belief’s shortcomings begin to surface and a growing 
number of people begin to lose interest in the older belief, comparing it to its evidenced-based 
competitor.

6. The sixth stage is called co-existence due to the fact that a growing number of converts 
embrace the challenger’s proven credibility, seriously question the older belief, and may 
even opt out of supporting its message. However, despite the loss of support for the predominant 
belief, there are still many people who continue to believe in its message which leads to the co-
existence of both beliefs. During this phase, both beliefs are holding space in our consciousness.

7. This last stage represents a belief becoming Preeminent or Obsolete. The staying power of 
each of the co-existing beliefs either reinforces its longevity and dominance — or threatens its 
survivability by the competing belief/bias. Eventually one of the beliefs will become the 
Preeminent belief and the other will become the obsolete belief.

*The seven life stages of the life cycle of technologies are: precursor, invention, development, maturity, 

pretenders, obsolescence, and antiquity. 




